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The hypervelocity atmospheric entry of natural bodies – me-
teoritic, asteroidal and cometary – has relevance to the evolution 
of the Solar System. Relevance includes contribution to early 
planetary inventories of volatile and organic materials and in-
cluding possible lithopanspermia questions and the current threat 
of Near Earth Objects. Present understanding of such events is 
limited given for all observed natural events the detailed bound-
ary conditions are not known – e.g. the size, shape, detail compo-
sition of bodies prior to atmospheric entry. Observational data is 
limited since for natural bodies of significant mass, no event has 
been predicted with sufficient notice to allow deployment of the 
best observational techniques currently available. 

The scientific community’s current understanding of hyper-
velocity atmospheric entry of natural bodies is from extensive 
modeling, hypervelocity laboratory experiments and meteorite 
record interpretation. Absence of detailed observations of natural 
events means this large body of work suffers poor validation and 
for the meteorite record, uncertainty in pre-entry conditions. 

To address the absence of relevant data, we propose the Hy-
pervelocity Artificial Meteoroid Experiment (HAM•E) which 
aims to enter, from space, into the Earth’s atmosphere fully-
characterized bodies (artificial meteoroids) representative of nat-
ural bodies at velocities relevant to natural events and at known 
times and locations allowing the deployment of the best available 
observational techniques. Resultant data would enable validation 
and refinement of existing models and laboratory experiments 
and a re-interpretation of the existing meteorite record.  

A preliminary HAM•E mission study has been performed to 
assess feasibility. Requirements were: enter four artificial mete-
oroid bodies into the Earth’s atmosphere at velocities greater than 
11km/s; entry times and locations to be compatible with a single 
observation campaign; entry profiles to be compatible with two 
bodies undergoing ablation only and two bodies undergoing both 
fragmentation and ablation. Various mission concepts were pro-
posed and trade-off studies perform to result in a baseline mis-
sion. The mission comprised the follow key points: Payload of 
two 236kg basalt spheres to undergo fragmentation and two 25kg 
spheres, one each of basalt and sedimentary rock for ablation on-
ly. Dedicated Soyuz launch with a Fregat upper stage on a lunar 
free-return trajectory. Sequenced release of artificial meteoroids 
on return leg with atmospheric entry of meteoroids above the 
Woomera Prohibited Area, Australia at 11.1km/s, separated in a 
70min period and 6.3 days after launch. Spacecraft design in-
cluded meteoroid containment and release mechanisms, propul-
sion system, instrumentation for monitoring meteoroid integrity 
and sub-systems for power and communication. Resultant space-
craft mass of 1564kg including payload. 

A detailed science case including more refined payload defi-
nition and an observational campaign case comprising space-
borne, air-borne and ground based techniques and including re-
sultant meteorite campaign is the subject of on-going studies. 

In summary we have proposed the HAM•E concept and pro-
duced a preliminary mission design that implements HAM•E. 
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